MINI5280 Newsletter- August 2017
Hello, this is just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you are a MINI5280 club member. Don’t forget to add secretary@mini5280.org to
your address book so we’re sure to land in your inbox!

Rhonda Johnson
Bob Burgess

president@mini5280.org
treasurer@mini5280.org

Diana Peterman

Hello! We’ve got a few quick notes:
1.
2.

3.

secretary@mini5280.org

IN THIS ISSUE

In case you didn’t notice, MINIs In the Mountains is literally just
around the corner. We hope to see you there!
From the officers and advisory board: for any concerns that you
might have please contact the appropriate person privately rather
than making a post on social media. Any problem can be
satisfactorily remedied all the while maintaining respect. If you’re
unsure of who the best person is to help, any officer or board
member can point you in the right direction. We promise not to
bite!
GO BRONCOS!

Remember that the DUE DATE FOR NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS IS THE
1ST OF THE MONTH. If I don’t get it, you won’t see it! Please email all
newsletter submissions, feedback, questions, and any ideas for the club to
secretary@mini5280.org.
Diana Peterman
MINI5280 Secretary

1. Welcome New Members, 2. President’s Message,
3. MITM Update, 4. Upcoming Officer Elections, 5.
What Happened Last Month, 6. Anonymous: A
MINI-Series, 7. Bottle’s Great Adventure,
8. Detailer’s Blog, 9. Last Hour Poll, 10.
MINItainment, 11. Upcoming Events,
12. Merchandise, 13. MEMBERSHIP INFO, 14. MITM
Sponsors and Vendors

Club Links
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Website: http://mini5280.org/
Facebook: MINI5280
A Facebook place for members to MINI with
each other : MINI5280 Social Hub
Our national event: MINIS In the Mountains
(MITM)
Our members in the south: Southern
Colorado MINIs (SOCOM)
Our sister club: MiniCOW- Minis of
Colorado and Wyoming
A local classic Mini club: Minis of the
Rockies (MOTR)

Please welcome our new members:

•
•
•

Joe Barnas
Bonnie Davis
Deborah Freudenburg

(You’ll get your welcome packet within a couple of weeks!)
• James Freudenburg
• Karren Tolliver
• Craig Wells
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Hi Everyone!!
Are you all ready for MINIs in the Mountains?!?!? We are! We are so excited to have you all up in
Steamboat with us. We ended up with 277 people registered this year. It's going to be so much fun
for everyone. See you up the hill.
Just a quick reminder again about the Officer elections this fall (dates will be determined in the next
month or so). If you are thinking of running for a position or have someone in mind who would be a
great fit, please let me, Bob, or Diana know. We can also provide more information on our roles if you
are on the fence about throwing your hat into the ring. We are all available to answer any questions
you might have. *read the heading UPCOMING OFFICER ELECTIONS below for more info
Thank you all for being a part of MINI5280!
Rhonda Johnson
president@mini5280.org

WHERE: Steamboat Springs, Colorado
WHEN: 08/09 - 08/13/17!
WEBSITE: www.minisinthemountains.com
If you didn’t register for MITM, you can still attend and participate in most activities, but you will not
receive a swag bag. Or have a place to stay at this point. Dang.
LODGING: http://minisinthemountains.com/lodging/
CONTACTS:
MITM Coordinator:
Jeremy Nelson
info@minisinthemountains.com
Volunteer Coordinator:
Rhonda Johnson
president@mini5280.org
Sponsor & Vendor Co-Chairs:
Debbie Ratliff and Carl Johnson
sponsors@minisinthemountains.com
vendors@minisinthemountains.com
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IT’S HAPPENING, FOLKS!!! ARE YOU READY?
The Ramos Law Group Parade
Not only will platinum Sponsor, Ramos Law have their MINIs on hand for the weekend, but the one
and only Dr. Ramos himself will be in the house!
MINI of Loveland Scavenger Hunt
Fun? YES! Deals? YES! Have both with Gold Sponsor MINI of Loveland’s scavenger hunt!
Group Rides
Rides GALORE! Lead by the best of the best. Some sponsored by visiting clubs. Some that are not on
the schedule. ADVENTURE AWAITS YOU!
Sponsors and Vendors
PLEASE stop by the vendor tents and pay a visit to the wonderful businesses represented. Keep them
company for a moment, make a friend, and maybe even walk away with something cool. After you
pay for it.
NUF! Car Show
35 of the finest MINIs around waiting to be ogled!
AWESOME Raffle Baskets available at MITM!!
Volunteer basket builders have fashioned one hundred million raffle baskets (or maybe about a
dozen) with a portion of the proceeds to be donated by MINI5280 to the Adam’s County Sheriff’s
Office Orphan’s Fund.
Tickets will be sold at check-in for: ($1 each) or ($10 for 15 tickets) or ($20 for 40 tickets). Drawings for
the baskets will be held at the Group Dinner on Saturday night.
Cocktail Party
In addition to locally sourced brews made available just for MITM attendees, imbibe our signature
cocktail, created (AND TESTED, of course!) solely for the event by our very own Jeremy Nelson, the
leaded Colorado TwistTea, and the unleaded Colorado Peach Tea. August is National Peach Month,
too, so get in on the exclusive action!
***Please eat dinner prior to the party as only small plates and a cash bar will be offered.***
And some more stuff:
Brew Swap. DIY Car Wash. Detail Demo. Group Photo. Group Dinner with super duper, hand-forged
trophies to be given away. Farewell Coffee and Donuts. And maybe a surprise or two. Who knows.
Me, that’s who.
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Elections are coming up in November and nominations must, too, take place. Eligibility for office
requires that nominees are members in good-standing (current paid dues) and that they offer their
firstborn child. For your consideration, here is a quick run-down of some of the duties that officers are
responsible for undertaking. Please, please, please ask us for details or if you have questions. We’re
here to set you up for success!

MINI5280 President

To get started:
• Inventory the 5280 storage unit
• Acquire a 5280 bank card
• Meet with other officers to decide upon items for welcome packets.
• Order any needed inventory (tagging cards, welcome packet items)

Quarterly:
• Hold club meetings. Bylaws require 4 meetings a year, but in the past it has been monthly or every other month.
• Hold officer meetings to touch base
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Daily:
•
•
•

Answer emails. You will get emails from people organizing car shows and other organizations promoting their events.
Answer member or prospective member questions
Talk with other officers regarding any club related business that may arise

MINIs in the Mountains:
• Assist the organizer.
• Locate the MITM related items from the 5280 storage unit and arrange for the items to make it to the MITM location.
• Promote the event – reminders to the members, posting on social media. This is the main source of income for the club

MINI5280 Vice President

To get started:
• Assist with 5280 storage inventory
• Meet with other officers to decide upon Welcome Packet contents
• Update the CafePress site

Quarterly:
• Attend Club meetings – Preside over meetings if President is unable
• Attend Officer meetings
Daily:
•
•

Not much email is sent to VP email, so be visible to answer member questions should they arise.
Keep members informed

MINIs in the Mountains:
• Assist in any way you can.

MINI5280 Treasurer

To get started:
• Establish a new mailing address and secure a PO box should the current arrangement not be desirable
• Transition 5280 bank account to new President and Treasurer and order new Debit cards
• Meet with other officers to decide upon items for Welcome Packets.
Daily:
•
•
•

Maintain running bank account reconciliation
Send receipts for donations to the club
Write checks, make debit payments and deposit cash funds as necessary

As Necessary:
• Attend club meetings and officer meetings as called by the president
• File annual tax statement in January
• Renew club liability insurance in July
MINIs in the Mountains:
• Create budget and manage all transactions
• Bring cash boxes and cash for the registration area
• Bring checkbook to pay for approved expenses
• Deposit any cash received during the event
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MINI5280 Secretary

To get started:
• Learn email program
• Learn newsletter structure and publication format
• Learn member packet packing, postage and distribution
• Meet with other officers to decide upon items for Welcome Packets.
• Order any needed inventory (tagging cards, welcome packet items, envelopes)
Quarterly:
• Assist officers by participating in club meetings.
• Attend officer meetings to ensure common ground and strong foundation.
Monthly:
• Keep an eye on member packet inventory needs, including postage; order as necessary.
• Send new member packets.
• Verify expired members.
• Send upcoming expirations a reminder.
Weekly:
• Verify/activate new members.
• Keep in mind any special things you do (e.g. First Booty Tuesday, Banner of the Week or polls for newsletter publishing).
• Help come up with ideas for events or meetings.
Daily:
•

•
•
•

Answer emails, and member or prospective member questions.
o You are a primary contact for the club. By nature people turn to you for help since you’re arguable the most visible
position (if you’re doing your job right): you publish the newsletter, send membership renewals and reminders,
send new member packets and participate on social media so your name/image is widely noticed.
KEEP IN CONTACT WITH YOUR TEAM! Always be in touch with your officers for smooth operation, and clear and
concise communication and decision-making.
Update Google calendar to include events on the website (and on Facebook).
Always consider newsletter content!!!

MINIs in the Mountains:
• Be available to assist the organizer, even if only loosely. Keep abreast of publishing appropriate event-pertinent content.
• Promote the event – reminders to the members, posting on social media since it is the main source of income for the club.
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Maternity Hiatus Is Over Tea Party– 1 July
-submitted by Diana Peterman

Tea parties are my jam. Like, jam on my scones! Paranoid about being too far from home during
pregnancy last year on top of staying busy with work, I went on an unintended hiatus from hosting
tea parties for the club. Baby will be a year old on August 6, which is hard to believe, but I missed it,
y’all. I just plain missed it. The tasties, the tea, the gathering. Some people I don’t see unless it’s for
tea, so it means a lot that I can sit down and catch up.
This time we gathered at The Huckleberry in Louisville. It was very tasty and the staff was great. I just
wish I’d been made aware of the charging for the no-shows policy; we had a couple last minute
cancellations and had to pay for their absence. It’s interesting the tour of Front Range tea houses that
we’ve taken in the past couple of years. We’ve definitely had our favorites and not-so-favorites for a
variety of reasons. And we still have more to try! When will you join us? And remember, real men
drink tea, too, right, Carl?
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MINI5280 Club Meeting– 8 July
-submitted by Diana Peterman
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MINI Independence Day Drive: Red Ice Cream, White
Beer Foam, Blue Sky – 4 July
-submitted by Nadine Mapes

It turns out that not everyone always has plans on holidays. On July 4, with just a few days' notice,
nine MINIs celebrated the red, white and blue holiday a little differently and drove up Independence
Pass. The weather was sunny and warm and traffic looked good as well. Clearly, it was meant to be.
The drive took us along Highways 285 and 24, then Highway 82 led us up the mountains. At 12,095 ft
with beautiful scenic views across the Continental divide, we took some time for a PPP break (Park,
Pee & Photo).
Then, things went downhill. Well, the MINIs went downhill. Wheeeeee! The glittering Twin Lakes made
us stop, though, as we saw a very pretty backdrop for another photo shoot. So we lined up for the
photo and snapped away.
After Twin Lakes, we headed to Buena Vista for lunch at Eddyline Restaurant. The food and the
company were great, and it definitely beat that July 4 tradition of serving burnt hotdogs to grumpy
relatives.
If you're ever in the area, stop at Eddyline for their wood-fired pizza. It definitely hit the spot. But we
had room for dessert! So before we headed back to the Denver area and disbanded, peer pressure
forced several MINIacs to walk across the street and have ice cream. There are no incriminating
photos available, I think, and I definitely did not talk anyone into it. Nope. Not at all.
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Thank you to Rhonda for leading a beautiful, scenic drive and to all who came and made it such a
great day.

On the MINI Puppy transport drive we encountered an incognito vehicle termed a test mule performing
high altitude testing in Silverthorne. The engineer said the vehicle was instrumented all over inside and
out, and he could make software changes on the fly. For a complete download of software it took 30
seconds. One of the couple hundred changes today was related to fuel cutoff when descending. It was a
very brief conversation, and he was extremely personable. –Carl Johnson
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MINI Puppy Transport – 22 July
-submitted by Rhonda Johnson

I love dogs. I love my dog Milo and I'm always trying to help out the rescue group that helped us get
him. So when the call went out that they had a puppy who needed transport from Denver to Winter
Park, I volunteered. BUT…they needed a Friday transport and I couldn't go on Friday because of work.
I offered up Saturday, but the head of the rescue Sybil said she had a couple leads and asked me to
stand by in case those fell through. The sweet puppy Squiggy did find a ride on Friday, but we
decided to drive to Winter Park anyway and make a day of it anyhow!
The rescue is Mountain Pet Rescue. They relocate dogs in shelters from southern states who are
better suited for the cooler climates Colorado has to offer which, of course makes the dogs happier,
too! Milo was found in Dallas and he loves the cold and snow of the Front Range. :)
I try to help out with Mountain Pet whenever I can. I share their Facebook posts A LOT. When the
transport group brought 25 dogs up from Oklahoma, I met them at Rocky Mountain Airport and
helped get the dogs out of the crates to walk them, take them to do their business, and get away
from the other dogs for a short bit. I've also transported in the back of my Countryman. One dog
barked all the way to Idaho Springs. I also fostered a dog for another rescue group who was found as
a stray in Oklahoma City and awaiting finalization of adoption here in Colorado. I am so happy and
grateful to Mountain Pet for bringing Milo into our lives that I do all of many things that I can to give
back and encourage everyone to do the same!
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In this mini-series we’ll get some traffic/driving perspectives from a variety of public servants as
they‘ve observed in their line of duty.
The Anonymous Bus Driver
A Perspective On Driving
Driving in traffic for a living all day every day makes for a collection of pet peeves
about motoring. Simple things like not using a turn signal or rolling through stop signs
and red lights can set your blood boiling. Constantly being the only one on the road

that actually follows the rules of the road gets old really fast. The knowledge that no
one realizes that you are driving a 40,000 lb missile that is incapable of stopping on a
dime, and that you could literally destroy a couple city blocks without breaking a
sweat, is a burden.

Several years ago, the state senate passed a bill that required drivers to yield to buses
pulling away from the curb. Blinking yellow yield signs were added to the back of all
the vehicles, upon activation the general public’s idea of yielding was to speed up, cross

double yellow lines, and cut you off in a never ending train of impatient drivers. So you
slowly nose out in to traffic, which causes all the people who aren’t yielding to slam on
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their brakes and flip you off or scream obscenities like you are the one at fault. The

extension to this is when a bus or a semi is on the freeway trying to change lanes and
no one will let them over. The only thing they can do is slow down, causing an even
greater disruption to the flow of traffic until at the greatest extreme you’ve come to a
complete stop in traffic until you can change lanes in order to make your turn.

Extending the Golden Rule, and treating other drivers as you want to be treated would
solve 90% of road rage and stop 2/3’s of the accidents on the road. Using a precept of
the Smith System© and leaving yourself some space cushion either in front, to the

sides, or behind you also goes a long way towards preventing these types of situations.
Common courtesy is no longer common.
This is just the tip of a very big iceberg.

-submitted by Mike Hillier
In early July I came into possession of the Club Secretary, Diana Peterman's, water bottle; never mind
how, it's not important. After contacting Diana to let her know I had secured it for her I had a great
idea, terrible, but great. Like all great ideas, it started over tequila... Unfortunately for Bottle and Diana,
I had access to a MINI Cooper, spare time and semi-wicked sense of humor so I decided to take Bottle
on an adventure!

(The shenanigans are about ensue.)
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Our first stop was a West Metro Fire Station where I introduced Bottle to Engine 11 and it’s dubious,
but still supportive, Lieutenant. He asked several questions about MINIs but we had places to go and
were burning daylight! Next stop was REI Sporting Goods where we spotted a wild MINI in the
parking lot and tagged it. Inside the store Bottle met many unsold Camelbak water bottles and told
them war stories, "There I was, half full when she came at me with this wild, thirsty look in her eyes...".
We finished off the day with a visit to Schomp Mini trying on sunglasses.
The following day was a road trip with the club up to Independence Pass. I had been posting pictures
on Facebook showing these different stops and hadn't heard anything from Diana so the following
possibilities where going thru my mind, 1) she's not seen the pictures yet, 2) she's ignoring me hoping
I'd stop or 3) she's plotting my death. So at this point I went for broke and took Bottle to work!

I work for the City of Lakewood and have, apparently, too much time on my hands. Bottle went with
me to inspect a tornado siren at the Solterra Subdivision, to meet the Mayor (he was on vacation so
we borrowed his desk), took a touristy photo at West Metro FD and met the Chief of Police, Dan
McCasky! This visit didn't end well and Bottle spent time in a holding cell after a Breathalyzer result
went awry but I'll withhold those images until after the court date...
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During the week I worked with social media wiz Cait O'Connor who came up with the hash tag
#Mini5280BottleAdventure and really started posting pictures. Rhonda Johnson planted the idea of a
special sticker to commemorate the event and Kristan at Artistic Reflection handled the request with
ease. Finally, it was time to hand Bottle back over to Diana at club meeting with its new stickers (I had
angry eyes made also) but the adventure wasn't over yet! As I was walking out the door I was called
out on priority job and Bottle got to see the National Renewable Energy Labs. After getting NREL back
on the air we motored over to meet the club and an anxious Diana was reunited with her favorite
bottle.

Upon Bottle’s return home, a much needed cleansing took place. Don’t the angry eyes fool, Bottle
enjoyed it. Otherwise since Bottle’s return home we’ve been hard at work training for Warrior Dash in
Larkspur in September. –Diana
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By Debbie and David Ratliff
Ok Ladies & Gents,
We are going to talk about the tools we use to get those babies looking like new with a shine they
can be seen from space. (LOL LOL) Step back, you will need your sunglass.
Back in the old days we focused on finding the best product for the job whether it was a car wash to
clean the grime of your car, wax that would last the longest and shine like the sun, leather conditioner
that would make your leather supple and inviting to touch. Then you have your tires. Tire dressing it
needs longevity and the deepest, richest shine. As detailers we have certain tools that we like to use
both to apply and to remove the products which are as important as the outcome.
You need the right tool to do the job. Think of this as being a chef in the perfect kitchen setup with
all the good stuff: for a detailer having a workshop full of Makita, DeWalt and Milwaukee power tools
at your disposal.
Same goes for car care: the best show car wax, paint sealant, tire dressing or leather conditioner
in the world can’t perform to its maximum capacity when applied with the wrong applicator.
And as you can see from the photo, David uses a lot of different buffers and polishers along with the
proper pads to achieve that showroom finish.

Next Month: You are washing and drying your car all wrong….
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“What about MINIs In the Mountains are you most looking forward to?” And MINI5280 has spoken!

10%

6%

28%

13%

18%

25%

Twisties, duh
All the MINIs
Catching up with friends
:)
Brew Swap
Exploring Colorado

-by Diana Peterman and Rhonda Johnson

Let’s test your road sign savvy!
1. Road signs convey information with their shape. Which shape tells you that you are
approaching a school zone?

A:

2.

B:

C:

True or false? As you’re leaving the school zone, you see a faster speed limit sign
ahead. You can accelerate right away.
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3. You can spot this sign on a country road. What is it telling you?
a. Caution. The road is winding.
b. The roadway may be slippery.
c. There are drunk drivers in the area.

4. Which sign should be orange?

A:

B:

C:

5. Which of these are actual animal crossing sign in the United States?

A:

B:

C:

D:

E. All of the above

July MINItainment key:

How many of ELEVEN differences can you find? (photo credit Cait O’Connor)
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Check the calendar of events on our website! Click the link below to check out the calendar on the
MINI5280 website and add it to your Google Calendar. And check often because drives are events are
regularly added.

MINI5280 Calendar
•
•
•
•
•
•

9-13 Aug
3 Sep
Oct
Oct
Nov
Dec

MINIs In the Mountains (MITM)
3rd Annual Fall BBQ at the Benson House
Yalla Yalla
Officer Nominations for term 2018
Officer Election
Holiday Potluck

#mini5280
If you post your MINI5280-related photos to Instagram, please tag them with #mini5280
What is Instagram?
Instagram is an online mobile photo-sharing, video-sharing, and social networking service that enables its users to take
pictures and videos, and share them either publicly or privately on the app, as well as through a variety of other social networking
platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Flickr. (Source: Wikipedia)
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Use the links below from our website for information and direction about your membership:
General Membership Info

Renewing Members

New Membership

To Check Your Membership Expiration

Remember to visit our store at CafePress! Just click on the logo of your choice and see what fun
things you can order!
Click the following link to get the goods now:

MINI5280 CafePress Store

Donate
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Make a tax deductible donation to MINI5280 to help with MITM expenses and set up the next
administration for success to help keep the club going for you.

MITM SPONSORS

http://adamspolishes.com/

https://www.redbull.com/us-en
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renewprotect.com 15% off! Code: mini

https://www.allmagautoparts.com/

http://www.burgertuning.com/

https://www.gobadges.com/

https://www.bavauto.com/

https://www.discounttire.com/

http://www.gofastdynamics.com/

https://www.m7tuning.com/

http://www.honeystinger.com/

http://www.meguiars.com/
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http://www.outmotoring.com/

https://www.schompmini.com/

http://www.primacarcare.com/home.html

https://www.stuckonminis.com/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/UTMINIACs/

http://www.whalenshiftmachine.com/

MITM VENDORS

http://www.artisticreflection.com/

https://littlemoonessentials.com/

https://www.miniofloveland.com/
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http://www.overland.com/

http://www.ramoslaw.com/

https://www.lifevantage.com/

http://www.wanderlustfashions.com/store/c18/SHOP.html
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